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Volume 2, Issue 10

HHKB Tip of the Week:
Don’t stare at the sun, cause it’ll blind you,
don’t stare at my raisins, ‘cause I’ll brain
you!

The Morning After...
Summer 2008

June 17, 2008

Issue 10, I can’t believe it.
It’s late and I feel bad, but enjoy the
hell out of it, I know you do.
Latez!
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Actual and Factual News aka Stuff We Didn’t Make Up

Monday, June 23: Fall Registration is Open!
That's right it was so fun last fall we're doing it again this fall. If you're interested, email us to reserve a
spot for your team, or yourself as an individual.
When: Sundays starting September 7 running through until the Playoff Day, Saturday November 8
Cost:

Still the most economical league in the area at $46.00 a person, you can't beat that!

Game Times: 10:30am and 11:15 am so we can get done in time to head to our bar to catch each
Sunday's NFL action that's going on that day.
Parties: Still having 3 parties, the Beer OH Lympics and outings during the season itself. We'll definitely hit up a Nats game for sure. I sense a scavenger hunt as well as a Flip Cup tournament...stay
tuned.

Monday, June 23:
Happy Hour Kickball is going out to hang out with the Nats at their new digs,
Nationals Park. The plan is to do a little pre-game tailgating in Lot 8 at good ole RFK starting
around 4:30 pm. This will include beer, shotgunning of beer, and maybe some flip cup. Afterwards
we hop on the Nats Express and head over to the game. If you’re interested sign up for the event
on the Ning page, or shoot us an email at happyhourkickball@gmail.com
Saturday, July 5: Happy Hour Kickball goes Tubing! Do you feel like rolling down a river in a tube
with a beer? I thought you would. This is tentative based on interest. If you’re into it, let us know
at happyhourkickball@gmail.com
Saturday, August 2: Playoff day and Kick Ass End of the Season Party. Details are still being
worked out, but count on it being a great way to wind down after a long day of tournament style
kickball. Awards ceremony and crowning of the Summer 2008 Happy Hour Kickball League Champion. Can the ‘Runz repeat?
Saturday, August 23: The first annual Happy Hour Kickball Flip Cup Tournament! This first time
event will be a strict flip cup event, 5 or 6 on 5 or 6. Get back to us if you’re interested in fielding a
team at happyhourkickball@gmail.com.
Rainouts—In the case of a rainout, the website will be updated by 4:30 pm, the day of the game.
If the rainout occurs after 4:30 pm, the division heads will contact captains, or the appointed contact
persons, and it will be the captains’ responsibility to inform their respective teams. Of course our
specials at the Barking Dog will still be honored.
Referees—Each must provide a referee, either for the 6:30 pm game if you are playing at 7:15 pm
or for the 7:15 pm game if you are playing at 6:30 pm. Failure to provide a referee will count as a
forfeit.
Forfeit Policy— Only really occur if you have less than 4 people, this will be very difficult to accomplish, so we don’t think this should be an issue…
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Last Week’s Games
Week #6 Results
Field Week 6, June 11,
2008

Time

Home

Away

4

6:30
PM

Get Drunk and Kick Balls
(8)
That’s What She Said! (2)
Dorothy Mantooth Allstars (2)

B2e (1)

Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies (5)
RedBullsHit (2)
Two Short of a Threesome (6)
B.O.O.O.M.!!! (4)

The Juice is Loose! (9)

5
6

4

7:15
PM

5
6
7

We’ve Got the Runz (1)
Where My Pitches At?
(9)

Urine Trouble (13)
It’s Business Time! (5)
Booty Call (10)

This Week’s Games
Week #7 Schedule
Field Week 7, June 18,
2008

Time

Home

Away

4

6:30
PM

The Juice is Loose!

We’ve Got the Runz

It’s Business Time!
Booty Call

Urine Trouble
Dorothy Mantooth Allstars

Where My Pitches At?

RedBullsHit

5
6

4
5
6
7

7:15
PM

That’s What She Said!
B.O.O.O.M.!!!

B2e
Get Drunk and Kick
Balls
Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Two Short of a ThreeBuddies
some
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Where My Pitches At? Vs. Dorothy Mantooth Allstars
Pinch Hitting
by Scott M
Michelle procrastinated, and forgot to do a write up. This now leaves me to toss something
together quickly. Make note, this is my first write-up contribution to the newsletter. Unfortunately, I'm having trouble placing the evening back together on the exact details of our
game. Something like this. We had 4 or 5 home runs. I think everyone on our team scored
once, and it was an easy victory. Ahhh, and there was some guy on their team that liked
knocking over our girls, and sliding head first into bases when there wasn't even a play at the
base. Thanks Run Juice Run for hosting the theme, and providing lots of fun little trinkets.
Final Score: Where My Pitches At? 9—Dorothy Mantooth Allstars 2
There were trinkets?! Why was I not told of the trinkets?!!! Who’s running this show? I feel so
alone…
I did prefer version 1 of this write up, it was a lot more graphic and involved romance, nudity,
vomiting, nudity,….

B.O.O.O.M.!!! Vs. Booty Call
B.O.O.O.M.!!! Gets Their Tushy Squeezed
by Tim
The anals (yes, I spelled “annals” wrong; bite me) of HHKB have so much junk in their trunk
that it’s hard to decide where to fit in such a display of athleticism, passion, and American spirit
(America! F*$@ yeah!) as occurred this past Wednesday. These are the games that turn into
made-for-TV movies. On Lifetime.
B.O.O.O.M.!!! was conspicuously down several key players, not the least of which being
“Second Base” Steph and Neel (nickname withheld to protect the innocent). Actually, Neel was
key because for the past few games, he had been keeping a written lineup. Tim panicked and
made quite a derriere of himself by not thinking to write one down, so the lineup inadvertently
changed a couple of times during the game (sorry Chip).
Aside from that, the game was nothing short of brilliant. Fernando was B.O.O.O.M.!!!’s all-star
by far, and had a monster 3-run homer which lifted the team’s spirits early on as it tied their alltime high score in a game: 4. He was also pretty busy in the field, deftly handling all the big
yellow balls that fell from the sky within 20 feet of him. Katie, not wanting to participate interfere, even let Fern steal a ball which she could easily have caught. Sadly, Jon was knocked on
his buttocks early on and was reduced to shaking his ba-donk-a-donk (is that the correct hyphenation? Is there actually hyphenation?!?!) as a cheerleader for the rest of the game.
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B.O.O.O.M.!!! vs. Booty Call cont...
Butt the opposing Keisters had their fair share of brilliance as well. In a play that can only be
described as the reason that SportsCenter exists, the left fielder tried to catch a ball, only to
have it ricochet off of her and into the open arms of the third baseman who had the foresight to
turn around. In hindsight, a good call on his part.
B.O.O.O.M.!!!, in an attempt to cover their asses, showed up in force at the bar to recover
some semblance of dignity after having their rumps handed to them. Unfortunately for Chip,
he was a full 50% of the representation from Team Hindquarters for the flip cup battle.
All was not lost, however, at least not as quickly as B.O.O.O.M.!!! was hoping. In a stunning
feat, Team Chip and Mark managed to beat a force of four B.O.O.O.M.!!! players in the second match of the round. Facing eternal embarrassment at the prospect of a loss,
B.O.O.O.M.!!! got their rear in gear…only to quickly lose in the next round.
Heinie! Fanny! Buns! Posterior!
And because I tried to not say it in the rest of the writeup, I have to say it at least once…Booty!
Final Score: B.O.O.O.M.!!! 4 - Booty Call 10
If Lifetime is television for women, why is there always some woman getting beaten on
Lifetime? I've spent five years of my life trying to invent an anal bum cover, failing to do
so is my greatest regret.

Two Short of a Threesome vs. It's Business Time!
Oh Yeah!
by John Albers
And here to present the award for victor in the game of "It's Business Time versus Two Short
of a Threesome," and the star of a dream I have every night, entitled, "Touchdown My Pants,"
Halle Berry!
Halle: Thank you. You take the good, you take the bad, you take them both and there you
have the nominees for victor in the game of "It's Business Time versus Two Short of a
Threesome." And the nominees are:
"It's Business Time" and "Two Short of a Threesome."
And the winner is . . . " Two Short of a Threesome!"
Accepting for Two Short of a Threesome, Me.
Me: Wow, I can't believe it. We won a game. So many people doubted us. And frankly, things
looked pretty bleak, down 5-1 in the bottom of the 6th. There's so many people I'd like to
thank.
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Two Short of a Threesome vs. It's Business Time! cont...
Firstly, the entire Two Short of a Threesome team. You guys never gave up. Rachel got a
single despite not being able to run. Rishi scored despite pulling a hamstring. Fantastic stuff.
Finally, I'd like to thanks sperm, because without it, I wouldn't be here.

More Yeah!
by T-Train
It’s Business Time started out strong against Two Short of a Threesome. We went up by
one in the first inning. However, TSoaT came back with a run of their own. The rest of the
game is boring until the last inning. There, IBT was able to score a few more runs and take a
5-1 lead. The lead was not enough as TSoaT made a great two out rally to win 6-5 on a kick by
Albers. IBT came close to actually having a full team with the addition of Whitney, who had a
good first game.
At the bar, it was a totally different story. While many members knew what TSoaT was going
through on the fields, Flip Cup is a different story. After rallying the troops and determining who
our team would be, IBT went on a tear after taking down TSoaT and beating powerhouses
RedBullshit and That’s What She Said!. However, in the finals, we lost to the Juice 3-2. Angie and Tina went on to own the Beer Pong tables while the guys took the second round of
FLONG. Now that the girls are out of school, these newsletters should get a lot better from
IBT, so stay tuned.
Final Score: Two Short of a Threesome 6 - It’s Business Time! 5
I did not see this game, but I was reffing on field 7 when the game went on. At one point a kick
by Albers landed at second base of field 7, by the time said ball was recuperated, Albers was
rounding third. If he did that against my team, I would ask Albers to go get it, ‘cause kicking
the ball that far is just too damn far. In separate award show news, Albers while attempting to
leave the stage walked to the right instead of the left and was reminded by the Halle Berry that
in fact he was supposed to go right, after starting at each other for a half second, Albers asked
Halle to re-enact the scene (you know which one!) from Monsters Ball, unfortunately for Albers
she politely declined and explained that after seeing Billy Bob Thornton naked she no longer
has interest in the male form. Dam you William Robert!

The Juice is Loose! vs. Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies
The Juice Is Loose! vs. Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies
by the Juicers
The Juice met Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies in the pre-season but that was nothing
like playing against them in the regular season. While they were down a Lohan, they really
played strong. It was a good game, but LLDBs unbroken streak of losses continues.
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The Juice is Loose! vs. Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies cont...
The Juice was really loose – that’s what happens when you have 4-5 PBRs in 45 minutes before playing kickball. We took advantage of our natural high on the fields and popular Mardi
Gras theme to the flip cup tables where we swept all teams to win the Tournament.
Final score was 9 to 5. Thanks to Le, Jess and Katie for reffing a good game and thanks to
Dee Dee for providing two reffs for the early game.
Here are our highlights:
• Pre-game at Comet was a bit small – just John, Lou, Blake & Seamus – but more PBRs
were put away than normal
• The game was close until Marie started a scoring drive that everyone seemed to participate
in
• Seamus failed to take his own advice about kicking it on the ground and popped out in foul
territory
• Lou had an awesome catch even though he busted a finger doing so; Someone needs to
learn how to catch
• Margot had the game ending catch on 3rd
• John had an unassisted double-play – MVP of the night
• Allyson brought Hennessy out to cheer us on
• Marika had a nice dive at 3rd to remain safe after overrunning the base
• Jason spent more time on the ground than the ball, but was always safe and continued to
drive in the runs
• The Mardi Gras theme was quite fun; thanks to Where My Pitchers At? for decorating the
Barking Dog with balloons and banners
• Becky showed up with a zillion beads she claimed that "a friend" had earned in New Orleans - does the line "a friend" ever work?
• Cake for John’s 28th birthday!
• Rowdy Juice + Beer + Flip Cup Tournament = Domination
• Balloon fights and dancing to end the night
• Steph did a drive by as everyone was leaving the bar and left her car in the street; later,
she got pulled over due to poor driving, but was able to get out of a ticket by giving the nice
policeman some Mardi Gras beads to take home to his wife
Our quote of the night goes to John: “She is a first-time homeowner.” Now, this seemed very
funny to us that were drinking heavily, but I'm not exactly sure what it means.
We have decided to take this opportunity (and future newsletters) to introduce you to the members of the Juice squad. Here are the first three:
Ken Modde is a long-term member of the Juice squad after forsaking Ultimate on Wednesdays. Unfortunately, Ken also has a job that relocated him to Kansas City and recently Virginia
Beach. This has not stopped him from flying and driving in to attend HHKB parties, the occasional kickball game and Beer Oh-Lympics. Ken is a founding member of 3-time Beer OhLympic Team XBX. Ken enjoys drinking, playing flip cup and fondling short girls. If you would
like to visit him in Virginia Beach, just ask nicely (invitation restricted to women only).
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The Juice is Loose! vs. Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies cont...

Marie Casso is also a long-term member of the Juice
and a key member of every flip cup win. Marie has two
flip cup tournaments and three Beer Oh-Lympics trophies to her name. In addition to kickball and flip cup,
Marie plays soccer, football, volleyball, rugby, tennis,
aussie rules football, table tennis, croquet, jacks and
cricket. In the Fall, her list of sports is even longer. In
her free time, Marie likes to practice beer pong and is
know to drink on occasion.
Marika Mulen is a veteran member of the Juice and past incarnations as well as teams in Adams Morgan. Marika prefers skirts and flirting when playing ultimate, kickball, volleyball and
drinking sports. She is outstanding dancer and is willing to teach (men) to dance, so if you are
interested, stop by the dance floor and give her a whirl.
While Marika is light on her feet, she is known to take the
occasional fall – in the field, on the sidewalk, on the dance
floor, down the stairs, etc. In her spare time Marika is getting her masters in sexuality – yes, she will be a master of
sex when she finishes her degree.
It’s always nice when the Juice gets really, really loose.
Have you ever seen the Juice REALLY loose? It’s wild,
and can be dangerous. He’s all over the place, and can’t
be stopped, like a runaway train with breaks. T
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That’s What She Said! vs. We’ve Got the Runz
Two runs isn’t much when it comes to kickball.
However, it can be more than enough with the way our defense played.
All over the field plays were made to keep the Runz at bay.
The highlight of the day belonged to Eduardo with a diving two out catch.
Saved at least two runs from scoring.
We finally got some runners across the plate and gained a 2-0 lead.
Holloman continued his intimidating pitching style even in the late innings.
A 6th inning rally was staged by the Runz but it was unsuccessful.
Thanks in large part to a free out b/c one baserunner got greedy and tried to lead off first.
Shaking hands, playful banter, exciting finishes; that’s how kickball should be played.
Hopefully Fritz was joking when he told me that he hated me during the hand shaking.
Even though I caught your line drive, I hope we can still be friends.
Sadly, I was a huge bitch this week and bailed on the bar activities.
Although, I could probably predict how the night went:
Imbibing copious amounts of alcohol, flip cup, beer pong, a few people falling, a
Drunken Bocquet yelling people’s names & the token random hookup.
Final Score That’s What She Said! 2 – We’ve Got the Runz 1
Intimidating pitching style = Roll the ball as rapidly as possible.
You know how I know you're a huge bitch?
You don't go out to the bar because you're PMS'ing
You don't want to walk by the retirement home because you're afraid they'll take your
lunch money again.
Betty White tells you to 'sack up'
It hurts your feelings when Chris B doesn't yell your name
You watch "The Notebook"
You pleasure yourself to the Williams-Sonoma Catalog
You think Figure Skating is a sport
You call the next day
Because I'm a huge bitch too
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Mid Season Party Recap
This past Saturday we had our Kick Ass Mid Season Party. For those of you that were
there, you know it was a great time. Lots of 70’s and Naval outfits and lots of beer was
put down, I think about 7 kegs in the short time. Good drinking HHKBers!
But the best part of the night would be the fact that we raised almost one thousand dollars for our charity, The Children’s Inn at NIH.
For those of you that missed out, we had both a live date auction and a silent auction.
The bidding on both ends was fast and furious, but in the end we had a whole mess of
winners.
Check out our special supplement next week for photos of the event, but check out the
results right here:
Live Date Auction Results:
Michelle Van Hoff went to Matt Flynn (from Where My Pitches At?) for $70
Tina and Liz went to Chad (from It's Business Time) for $100
Gabby went to Lauren (from Get Drunk and Kick Balls) for $20
Tim went to Michelle Van Hoff and friends for $90
Lauren went to John Kakareka for $110
Clairee went to Scott M. for $110
Melissa R, Christen and friend went to the T-Train for $250
Silent Auction Results:
T-Train bought the B-Dazzling of one’s t-shirt by Meagan Davis for $30
Chris B bought his own Happy Hour Kickball Crunk Cup for $20
Aryan bought the Albers car wash for $65.99
Dan Holloman bought the Mystery Box for $55
Party Marty bought the Newsletter Cover for $25 for Stopher
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This Week’s Awards!
The Billy Dee Williams Smooooth Play of the Week Award for
overall smoothness and exhibiting a sense of cool and style
while playing goes to Jen Pearl and T-Bone for their combined kick
and catch

The Jimmie Walker Boom goes the DYN-O-MITE Play of the Week
Award goes to Budweiser Melissa for that heads up base running to
win her game

The Sticky Icky Buds hands of the week for great fielding goes to
Margot Gianetti, for her huge catch at 3rd base to end her team’s
game in the last inning.

The Chuck Norris Big Kick of the week award goes to Albers
for his massive home run, I mean HUGE!

The Yellow bed pan award for overall kickball ineptitude goes to
Mike Owens for instead of throwing to first base decided to nail his
pitcher in the head even while she was ducking.

The Fat Joe Make It Rain most charitable team of the week award
goes to Chip for buying all those tickets!
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FLONG: The Newest Beer Game
So, with the storm battering the Bethesda area last Wednesday, all kickball games were cancelled, however this did not cancel the fun to be had at the Barking Dog.
And with the assistance of a keg of Yuengling provided by Happy Hour Kickball, the newest
drinking game was brought forth.
From the brain of Aryan Rodriguez (captain of RedBullsHit) the game of Flong was born.
Flong basically combines two of our favorite games, Flip Cup and Beer Pong. Initially, the
game was called Flip Cup Beer Pong, but was shortened to Flong by Budweiser Mike.
But what are the rules of this newest game and how is it played? Luckily, Aryan was available
to give us the lowdown after last Wednesday night’s inaugural game.
The Equipment Needed:
5 solo cups lined up in Flip Cup Fashion on each side of the long side of the table(5 - 6 dependent on team size). Cups filled to the lower line as in any Flip Cup game.
10 mini cups (or 5 solo cups) set up in the typical triangle that one would set up if they were
playing Beer Pong. The cups are filled to the lower line as you would while playing beer pong.
2 teams of ready and willing drinkers.
The Rules:
Each player stands along the long side of the table in their normal flip cup stance. The game
begins much like a normal flip cup game with the two beginning flippers facing off and heading
down in the normal order as one would in a normal game of flip cup.
Once one team has gone through all their cups and flipped them the winning team will point
out the player on the opposing team most responsible for their team’s loss. This person will
then drink a mini cup of beer as a “punishment” for f’ing their team over.
The game continues in this fashion until one team has had all their beer pong cups drank by
their opposing team. With the cups that are remaining on the table they are
then handed out on an even basis to all of the losing players.
And that’s how the game goes. Do you think you’ve got the skills necessary to step up to the Flong table?!
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Euro 2008 Charity Pool Entries
Here’s the jist, to raise some money for our charity, The Children’s Inn at NIH we’re
having a little pool to pick the champion and runner up from each group and then the
subsequent winners as the match ups go on through the tournament.
What is below is the final matchup chosen by our 8 Euro fans!

Final Matchups (winner highlighted):
Chris Bocquet:

France vs. Germany

Eduardo Nunes:

Sweden vs. Croatia

Aryan Rodriguez:

France vs. Czech Republic

Kieran Ryan:

Italy vs. Germany

Ricardo Silva:

Germany vs. Italy

Jennifer Sterling:

Sweden vs. Czech Republic

Henrike Veith:
Emily Yu:

France vs. Germany
France vs. Portugal
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The Lawman Ledger - June 17, 2008

The Lawman Ledger
by “Big C” Lawson

What’s Hot in ’08- Hot Girls Dating Ugly Dudes!
To get the ball rolling on this week’s commentary, here is celebrity evidence that hot chicks all
over Hollywood are slummin’ with the lowest rung of societal slobs.
Christina Aguilera and music maestro husband Jordan Bratman
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/lifestyle/2007-02/13/xin_370204131033164313414.jpg
Evangeline Lilly and boyfriend Dominic Monaghan
http://www.laineygossip.com/pics/dominic%20and%20evangeline%20lilly.jpg
Jessica Simpson and feminine crooner, John Mayer
http://images.usatoday.com/life/_photos/2007/02/12/simpson-mayer.jpg
Heather Locklear and David Spade- No one misses Farley like Spade misses him.
http://www.bergproperties.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2007/08/heather-david.jpg
Heidi Klum and disfigured singer/song writer Seal
http://www.wildbluffmedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/klum_seal_01_header.jpg
I want everyone to take a moment and think. I know you know at least one guy that is dating
outside his league. Some dude that is batting clean up in the big leagues when he should be
batboy for the Mobile Mud Dogs in single A ball - come on admit it. Shit- you might be the guy!
If so, congratulations!
Ladies- ask yourself, are you dating a troll, a goblin, and nerd that your mother likes? If so,
god bless you and if your not, get on the band wagon. Dating dorks is trendy- like doing blow
in bathroom or wearing tube tops to go dancing.
I never thought I would ever admit this, but as I key these strokes I am glad I am a disgusting
fat ass. After doing vast research this past week on the subject, it has come to my attention
that girls prefer “funny” and “interesting” guys over guys with “muscles” and “good skin.” This
is the world’s greatest news for guys like me. I have renewed hope that even an over weight
gremlin like myself might be able to get with some super hot girl. To my fellow kickball brethren- game on! I say we set a tack for the women of the league and move full steam ahead.
Marty- are you with me?!?
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Ain’t That A Kick In The Head?!
This week we asked, “The Celtics beat the Lakers in the NBA Finals, what do you
think?”

What’s up with the little Celtics logo guy, is he a midget?
‘Cause if he is, that’s the worst basketball mascot ever.
Jason Yang, The Juice is Loose!

I guess a joke about Kobe getting bent over like a Colorado
hotel worker might be in bad taste?
Rickie Madden, Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies

I guess this is the year of the senior citizen, first John McCain is
the Republican nominee and now those three 50 year olds get a
ring.
Beth Kennedy, That’s What She Said!

I’m still watching the 2007 post season on TIVO.
Chad Griffith, That’s What She Said!
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Deep Thoughts by Dan Holloman
A collection of the brilliance that is Daniel Hugo Chaves Holloman

2008 Summer Superlative Categories (number of votes in parentheses)
Most Spirited Team

Drunkest Team

MVP

Most Flirtatious
Player

Drunkest
Player

Most Charitable
Team

Booty Call (21)

RedBullsHit (90)

John “Juice”
Jones (53)

Clairee
Hammond (11)

Tina Engler
(20)

Booty Call (21)

That’s What She
Said! (20)

B2e (31)
Lou Kolodner
(20)

Scott Maffett
(10)

Thomas
Payne Train
(6)

John Albers (1)

Lindsay Landvogt (1)

The Juice is Loose!
(4)

It’s Business Time
(30)

RedBullsHit (3)

That’s What She
Said! (30)

Two Short of a
Threesome (1)

The Juice is Loose!
(2)

RedBullsHit (18)

Clairee
Hammond (1)
Seamus
McCloskey (1)

Phil “Turbo”
Overton (1)
Thomas Payne
Train (1)

Thomas Payne
Train (1)

Thomas
Lanham (3)
Party Marty
Schell (2)
Blake Carrington (1)
Clairee
Hammond (1)

B2e (13)
The Juice is Loose!
(12)
That’s What She
Said! (10)
Lindsay Lohan’s
Drinking Buddies (4)
It’s Business Time
(2)
Two Short of a
Threesome (1)
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Week 6 Flip Cup Outcomes
B2e

Get Drunk and Kick

Table 1

Table 1

Lindsay Lohan’s

B2e

It’s Business Time!

We’ve Got the

It’s Business Time!
Table 1

Table 2
That’s What She

That’s What She
That’s What She

Dorothy Mantooth
Table 2
Week 6 Winner
Table 3

Where My Pitches

Where My Pitches

The Juice is
Loose!

Urine Trouble

Table 1

Table 1
RedBullsHit
RedBullsHit
Two Short of a
Threesome

Table 4

Get Drunk and Kick

It’s Business Time!

The Juice is Loose!

Table 2
Table 2
It’s Business Time!

B.O.O.O.M.!!!
Booty Call

The Juice is Loose!
Table 3

Table 3

The Juice is Loose!

B.O.O.O.M.!!!
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Week 6 Flip Cup Standings
Team

Weekly Championships Won

Matches Won

Total Points

Get Drunk and Kick
Balls

3

14

16

The Juice is Loose!

2

12

15

It’s Business Time!

0

9

11

Urine Trouble

1

7

7

That’s What She
Said!

0

9

6

RedBullsHit

0

6

4

We’ve Got the Runz

0

5

4

B2e

0

4

3

Where My Pitches
At?

0

3

0

Two Short of a
Threesome

0

2

0

B.O.O.O.M!!!

0

2

0

Dorothy Mantooth
Allstars

0

1

0

Booty Call

0

0

0

Lindsay
Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies

0

0

0

Points are awarded on a weekly basis as such:
4 points for a Weekly Championship
3 points for 2nd place
2 points for losing semi final participants
In the case of a tie at the end of the season, the tie breaker will be championships won. Should there still be a tie, the tied teams will face off in a best 3 out
of 5 flip off for the title.
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Barking D-O-Double G Power Rankings presented by Bud Light
Week 7—June 11, 2008

1

It’s Business Time! (4) - #1 after all that time...congrats boys.

2

RedBullsHit (3) - More Flong and dancing by Emily

3

That’s What She Said! (2) - I have a headache..

4

Two Short of a Threesome (6) - WALENGA!!!!

5

The Juice is Loose! (7) - Mardi Gras Maddness!

6

Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies (14) - The boys are back!

7

Get Drunk and Kick Balls (5) - Le drinking those weirdo colored drinks

8

B2e (9) - Clairee is bringing it strong every week!

9

Where My Pitches At? (9) - Scotty does know...

10

Booty Call (8) - Chip’s all by himself...

11

Urine Trouble (14) - Hey, it’s Cunningham!

12

We’ve Got the Runz (1)- Strong showing by Ruut, but that’s it.

13

B.O.O.O.M.!!! (14) - Some BOOOMers, but not so strong. Too much responsibility.

14

Dorothy Mantooth Allstars (14) - You’re there, but not active enough
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Theme Week in Pictures!
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At the Barking Dog, in Pictures

The Ladies Man himself...Cunnigham!

Albers has the new “Cuato”…”Crotcho”

We prefer to call it Billiards...

That’s some good holding there Marty
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